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General Comment
I have to admit, it is a big surprise to me that so many people are working towards giving their industry more
control over their lives all over again. I know that Exelon, for example, will really enjoy a rollback of work hour
rules. Don't be shocked if, after getting the rule-changes you are calling for, you suddenly find yourself working
72 hours per week every week. I just can't believe that the changes desired by this policy group are in our best
interests as nuke industry workers as well as for nuclear safety, I don't see "performance-based objective" and
removal of "complexity". All I see is the part where the definition of outage is extended, I can work six twelve-
hour shifts pretty much every week and acts of nature mean I can work 24/7 if my company decides. How
exactly does this make the plant safer?
The sad fact is our industry WILL have us working the maximum amount which they are legally able to, pretty
much constantly, since it means that they have a chance of continuing to staff their facilities with an inadequate
number of personnel. WHR is the only way I get any time off at all sometimes. After reading other comments, I
see that I'm not the only one who feels this way too.

NRC, thank you for the opportunity to post comments on pending legislation in this manner. I'm very happy to
be part of the democratic process.
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Van,

Attached for docketing is a comment from an anonymous individual on PRM-26-5 that I received via the
regulations.gov website on 1/5/11.

Thanks,
Carol
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